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Cleansing Water (Micellar Water)

Liquid Clear & Green Two phase 
system

Use this cleansing water (Micellar Water) as your go to ALL-IN-ONEcleansing solution.  Formulated with Jeechem NDA-5, 
this versatile solution is both gentle and powerful for all your daily needs.  It can cleanse your skin, remove all make-up, 

detoxify, and hydrate your skin.    This cleansing water is formulated with 99% naturally-derived materials.

J43-26 / C
Code Form Appearance Emulsion Type

Skin Care
Application

Face
Body Parts

Trade Name

INCI Name % VendorPhase Highlight Jeen Ingredients

A 30.000

A 4.0000 Jeen

A 0.1000 Jeen

A 0.0100

A

WATER

       Deionized Water

GLYCERIN 99.5% USP

Glycerin

POTASSIUM SORBATE NF, (FCC Grade)

Potassium Sorbate

Disodium EDTA
        Disodium EDTA
 Sodium  Chloride 0.2000

A 0.0600

A 0.0200

A

Sodium Chloride

YELLOW #5  0.1% Solution

Yellow #5  0.1% Solution 
BLUE #1   0.1% Solution

Blue #1   0.1% Solution 
BP - AMARANTH FBA

Sodium Cocoyl Hydrolyzed Amaranth Protein

0.0100 Jeen BP–Amaranth FBA is non-ionic in nature, stable over 
a wide pH range and highly compatible with other 
ingredients. It provides excellent foam, foam density, 
and stability even in the presence of salt. It is 
extremely mild and biodegradable. The presence of 
the protein base enhances substantivity to skin and 
hair, leaving behind an elegant, conditioned feel after 
rinsing. In hair care, it increases the volume of 
individual fibers for fuller hair, reduces friction to 
increase bounce and movement of hair, adds gloss 
and shine for healthier looking hair, improves 
manageability, and prevents damage.

B JEECHEM® NDA-5

C15-19 Alkane

65.550 Jeen Jeechem NDA-5 is a Naturally Derived Alkane 
replacement for Cyclopentasiloxane (D5).  It is a low 
viscosity fluid that is dry and fast spreading without 
being volatile.  It can be used to enhance the 
performance and feel of skin care, hair care, body 
care, and all color cosmetics.

B JEESILC® 110

Dimethicone

0.0500 Jeen Jeesilc® 110 is a dimethicone balanced to produce a 
soft, cascading feel and prolonged playtime in any 
formulation. The end result is a lovely, elegant slip 
with enhanced gloss and satiny finish. It is equally 
beneficial to hair care formulations imparting 
silkiness and conditioning properties to the hair.

100.0000 %

Procedure
1 PHASE A  In main beaker, add Phase A ingredients one at a time and mix 

until completely dissolved and uniform.

2 Adjust pH to 5.25 - 5.75.

3 PHASE B In separate beaker pre-mix Phase B.

4 Add Phase B to Phase A.

Product Specifications

Ph 5.25 - 5.75

Innovation you can feel
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